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Principles of Good Governance Summary 
 

Principles of Good Governance  Summary 

Promote Peace and harmony Promoting of a way of thinking that is not 
antagonistic, aggressive or violent. 
Thinking that seeks integration and 
harmony in the face of diversity and 
individual interests. We attend not just to 
what we do, but how we do it. 

Practice and keep Voluntary agreements Promote peaceful means to act in concert 
as a community. This precept applies to 
economic, social, and political policies, as 
well as to individual interactions 

Promote Honesty A requirement for voluntary agreements 
and promoting peace and harmony as a 
means to our ends. The basis for fighting 
corruption in politics or commerce. 

Promote Community Care for the collective whole community 
interests to build a Framework that is 
harmonious and inclusive. 

Practice Respect for persons Never treat others as objects or objectify 
others as a means to an end. Promote 
and protect natural liberty, natural 
equality, and natural life within the 
community. 

Encourage Personification Actively promote differentiations within 
the community to encourage additional 
sources of understanding and meaning, 
whether in science, art, or religion 

Seek natural justice Policies and actions that promote long 
term overall benefits for all members of 
the community. Natural justice achieves 
long term appropriateness by promoting 
persons and real recognition 

Dissent for the sake of the public good A public good is defined as that which 
promotes justice in the community. 
Ensure high quality thinking for policies or 
actions to prevent an individual or the 
whole community taking an unfair 
advantage. 

Practice and promote Integrity Governance bodies are responsible for 
adhering to the values that would nourish 
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and preserve a peaceful and sustainable 
community. 

Promote World unity Unity means “many things taken together 
as one.” We are a united planet with 
diverse life forms, cultures, and ecologies. 
The more diverse are the parts of the co-
development web, the greater is the 
expansion potential of the whole system. 

Governance bodies are responsible for 
promoting unity as part of how we 
increase harmony. 

Practice and promote harmony and 
inclusiveness 

If we are going to encourage diversity to 
help people to find new kinds of meaning 
we must also include them in harmonious 
ways to play an active part in the 
community. This a core responsibility of 
any governance body. 

Invest in the global community If all people are to have enough food and 
energy and comforts to have the time for 
spiritual growth and development, 
Governance bodies must invest in 
economic and social capital to expand 
and develop community needs  

Practice and promote moral courage Pertaining to the virtues of accountability 
and responsibility governance bodies 
must uphold all the criteria for quality 
thinking, and not suppress those that are 
inconvenient to a goal or agenda. 

Practice and promote meaning and 
understanding throughout the 
community 

Governance bodies must be competent 
and informed, and are obligated to 
participate in and keep up with current 
understandings. This is how governance 
bodies shape responsible knowledge 
generation and contain irresponsible 
applications of knowledge. 

Practice and promote personal growth 
and fulfillment 

Personal growth is achieved through the 
community. Governance bodies are 
responsible for ensuring the conditions 
where personal growth is possible for all 
citizens. They promote that we all take 
advantage of such opportunities. 

 


